
For live streaming in Wellington  - Xavier Quilambaqui 021-806-222
For live streaming in Auckland or Franklin - Jim Greenhough 021-448-000

from                              and 

* Daily rate includes live stream operator and camera operator, equipment and unlimited data. 
We can also provide a sound-recordist for $600/day if you don’t have an audio operator.
You may stream as many sessions per day as you wish within our standard 10-hour day. 

Costs:
• Set-up and testing              $700
• Daily rate *                                $2700            
• Additional cameras           $300 ea
• Additional days of live streaming (for multi-day events)  $2300

Check out one of our live streams 
from Government House:
https://youtu.be/rttlZwlOn1c

Using the latest Wirecast technology running on a Solid State computer we offer stable reliable live streaming with up to four 
cameras to broadcast your event professionally and creatively.
The big difference with our offer is the quality of the camera work as we use professional broadcast quality operators.  
You won’t be stuck with a locked-off wide shot. The main camera will follow the action and get in close to bring the speaker to life.  
Up to three other cameras provide wide coverage of the audience and venue.
A dedicated sound-recordist ensures high quality audio is part of the package.
All you need to do is provide plug-in broadband internet with a minimum 30Mbps, All you need to do is provide plug-in broadband internet with a minimum 30Mbps, 
stable power, a clean audio feed, and access to the venue a day ahead for set-up.
We stream to a professional Vimeo platform which can be viewed 
world-wide and provide you with the link to send out to your audience at 
least 30 minutes ahead of kick-off.  You can also dual-stream to your own 
website, Facebook live, YouTube etc., or simply embed the Vimeo stream to 
your platform of choice.
ItIt’s a clean feed with no logos or add-ons unless you want us to put your own 
there. The live stream feed is saved and available for viewing and download 
for up to 10 days after the event.

For as little as $3400 + GST

Quality Live Streaming 

Using

http://www.execam.co.nz/
http://www.bigworldzoo.co.nz/
https://youtu.be/rttlZwlOn1c

